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The ‘Master’ Plan:

Why Sustainable Master Data Management is
Essential to Ensure ROI from Digital Transformation
The procurement technology market has seen numerous innovations in the last decade. Far from
the single modules that would merely digitize manual processes like requisitioning or sourcing
events, technology providers today are beginning to offer truly digital tools — ones that enable true
automation and intelligent, personalized analytics.
Because of this innovation in vendor space, many businesses see tapping a third-party software
solution as a means to realize today’s dominant management mandate: digital transformation.
While it’s true that acquiring the latest tools will help digitize, automate and optimize procurement
processes, the assumption that these vendors can do it all for you is wrong — very wrong. In fact,
before procurement can even hope to obtain the full potential of these solutions, it needs to lay the
foundation for success by tackling a more fundamental issue: master data management (MDM).
Often viewed as a transactional issue needed to ensure that suppliers can get paid, MDM
should be a strategic priority for all procurement leaders hoping to run a successful digital
transformation. MDM is the critical capability to managing the information supply chain, without
which a business’ physical and financial supply chains cannot efficiently operate. Because of this,
digital transformation is impossible without an accurate master data foundation. To get that right,
procurement needs not a third-party software tool but something more basic: a rock-solid MDM
governance model that ensures the accurate, sustainable collection of key procurement data.
So how can procurement get there? In this paper, we review a four-phase process for establishing
long-term MDM governance, including a methodology and set of tools developed by BearingPoint
to set procurement on the path to automated, sustainable MDM. The result is not only a data
foundation off which procurement can build its own digital transformation but also transformation
of MDM itself, from a simple transactional activity to an enabler of competitive advantage across the
entire business.
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The Problem: Digital Procurement Transformation is Impossible
Without an Accurate Master Data Foundation
The number of businesses declaring their intent to undergo digital transformations rises each year.
But few transformations end as planned.
When procurement groups think of digital transformation, their first thought is often of how
adopting technologies can accelerate their own organizational transformations. Many assume that
working with a forward-thinking software vendor is the best way to achieve this, or that piloting the
latest emerging technologies like AI
or IoT will help them “leapfrog” to
world-class performance.
How Haribo’s bumpy S/4HANA migration
Yet all too often, we see organizations
try to run before they can walk.
They pin their digital transformation
aspirations on a major technology
purchase only to have their
investment squandered by derailed
implementations and lackluster
system adoption.
In many cases, we’ve found a
common thread in technology
deployments gone wrong: poor
master data quality and
governance.
As procurement groups stand up
their shiny new systems, many slowly
realize that the spend data off of
which their analytics dashboards
are based, the vendor masters with
which they plan to start a supplier
rationalization project — all of these
are plagued by bad data. Wrong
supplier addresses. Duplicate
vendor entries. Lapsed certifications.
Inconsistent contract terms. No
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led to a 25% decline in sales
Transitioning to a modern, cloud-based ERP system may seem
like a no-brainer for companies that want to support a more
agile, digital business strategy. But successfully making such a
transition eludes even mature firms.
Haribo, the German manufacturer of gummy bears and other
candy products, saw this firsthand when it tried to transition to
SAP’s S/4HANA ERP system. In October 2018, Haribo began
converting1 16 candy factories spread across 10 countries
away from various ERP systems — some of which dated to the
1980s — to the new cloud-based alternative. But poorly adapted
processes and mismanaged data led to production problems.
The core issue centered around ensuring the timely delivery and
availability of multiple kinds of fruit gums used in composite
products2, which caused supply chain disruptions.
Those delays resulted in missed deliveries to multiple Haribo
customers, with retailers missing key products for days at a
time. And while Haribo eventually sorted out its MDM-based
production issues, the migration problem contributed to a 25%
decline in sales for the manufacturer’s trademark Gold Bear
gummy candy that year.
Simplifying IT architecture may seem like a sweet proposition,
but only as long as companies use the right ingredients: clean
master data.

https://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-a-troubled-sap-s4hana-migration-caused-a-gummy-bear-shortage-in-germany/
https://www.lebensmittelzeitung.net/industrie/Lieferschwierigkeiten-Computerproblem-verschaerft-die-Krise-bei-Haribo-138728
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matter what the data point, no new system is going to deliver the ROI it claims it can without
accurate data to automate processes or make recommendations.
Unfortunately, poor MDM is usually a self-perpetuating problem. Many errors enter a system of
record due to the inherent flaws of human data entry, along with redundant processes for gathering
master data. Increased technological complexity, such as overlapping ERP systems that result from
M&A, only adds to this problem, as do the acquisition of best-of-breed software tools that collect
supplier data in different contexts (e.g., supplier information collection for an e-auctions).
These data quality causes may seem innocuous, but the issues they can create later are far from
inconsequential. End users working with this excess of dirty data are well aware of the problems
caused by poor MDM:
• Supplier missed/late payments, overpayments and duplicate payments
• Exposure to payment fraud risks
• Ordering of wrong parts/ingredients due to material master inaccuracies
• Wrong deliveries/supply disruptions at factories
• Exposure to regulatory compliance failures (e.g., FCPA)
• Lost savings due to unenforced contract terms (e.g., discounts, rebates, penalties)
• Product or service disruptions due to stock outs
The list could go on. Rarely, though, is
management aware of the consequences of
poor MDM practices until a shock occurs. And
this lack of management involvement underpins
the root cause of MDM-related failures: loose
or non-existent governance structures.
It’s as simple as garbage in, garbage out —
except everyone’s leaving their trash wherever
they want to, the dump truck never comes to
pick any of it up, and everyone is learning to
love the smell of rotten food instead of averting
a looming sanitary crisis.
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According to one study of digital
transformations, as many as 73%
of enterprises failed to provide any
business value whatsoever from
such initiatives.
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BearingPoint Factory Navigator –
Horizontal Integration of Data and Processes
The Factory Navigator is an online platform for intra logistics processes
based on IoT, SAP/ERP and MES data.
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The Solution: Establish a Strong MDM Governance Model
to Automate the Collection and Continuous Validation of Key
Procurement Data
So how can procurement groups cut down on data waste and ensure their S2P processes run on
clean, efficiently collected information? They need to set up their own version of a Streets and
Sanitation organization within their businesses. They need an ironclad MDM governance model
that ensures accurate data collection processes and continuous validation of data that makes it into
systems of execution.
The term “governance” can sound nebulous, but it’s conceptually quite simple. Governance is about
knowing who does what and ensuring that the people selected for a task are the right people to
do it. With respect to MDM, that means defining clear responsibilities and processes that enable
reliable information-gathering and use. That results in a repeatable ability to provide the right data
at the right time to the right process at the right quality level — to any part of the enterprise.
To be sure, establishing a mature MDM governance plan is anything but simple. Part of the
challenge is that MDM is a multi-layered discipline involving numerous stakeholders and
technology systems. But at minimum, a long-term MDM effort will involve the following:
• A fully defined MDM strategy and governance plan, involving key stakeholders and backed by
management
• Documentation of governance processes for data with global and local requirements, reporting
procedures
• A comprehensive rules catalog to identify, quantify and track errors at the company and plant/
location level
• Plans and tools to establish data cleansing initiatives and quality improvements (e.g., best
practice templates, data workbenches for hands-on cleansing)
• Self-service supplier information management supported by a centralized portal
With these key tenants of MDM in place, procurement can tackle any initiative — from the dayto-day task of ensuring savings plans are realized to the long-term strategic efforts of a digital
transformation.
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The Benefits: New Savings Opportunities, Proactive Risk
Prevention and Elevated Procurement Value
A major impediment to realizing the potential of strong MDM governance is a disconnect between
the causes of poor data quality and the potential consequences of not cleaning it up. There are
major downsides to ignoring MDM — as well as compelling improvement opportunities.
We can segment these upsides and downsides into three groups: savings opportunities, risk
prevention, and procurement value elevation.

Generate new
savings from...

Prevent and mitigate
procurement risks from…

Elevate procurement’s
value proposition by…

Reduction of missed
opportunities (e.g., time not
spent re-sourcing categories)

Regulatory compliance around
OFAC/FCPA due to poor vendor
master data

Operational efficiencies
(reduced process cycle times,
elimination of manual errors/
rework)

Maintain business
relationships, such as by
meeting supplier diversity
requirements, ensuring timely/
accurate payment

Contributing to revenue
generation (e.g., improve
operational efficiency/agility,
ability of business to more
quickly launch new products)

Organization redesign
(optimization of workforce
for redundancies, automation
opportunities)

Prevent transaction failures
(missed/late/overpayment,
payment fraud)
Ensure operational continuity
from correct delivery
schedules/locations, correct
parts/materials/services
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Creating a clearer picture of
supply chain to contribute
to larger goals like CSR/
ESG ratings (e.g., know your
suppliers for transparency,
environmental impact)
Cleaning information supply
chain to ensure the successful
adoption of new technologies —
supporting the larger business’
digital transformation
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How BearingPoint’s Approach Unleashes MDM’s Full
Potential: The Spend Matters Perspective
Claiming the multi-faceted benefits of a strong MDM governance model and processes is clearly no
easy feat. Because of MDM’s breadth and complexity, setting up a program is usually best executed
with an expert adviser. Among potential options, BearingPoint provides a convincing example of
how to structure an MDM program for the long term, supported in part by its own proprietary data
cleansing tools.

Prepare and Assess

Opportunity Analysis

9 Analyzed master data
processes, governance
and challenges

9 Overview of current
maturity level of master
data management

9 Analyzed and evaluated
master data issues and
challenges utilizing
Factory Navigator

9 Benchmark to leading
practices – focus on
qualitative benchmarks

MDM Strategy
9 Defined MDM strategy,
governance and MultiGenerational Plan
(Roadmap)
9 Presentation to Steer-Co
for discussion and signoff

9 Quick wins identified
and evaluated in terms
of realization value and
effort

9 Completed As-is review
9 Presentation to SteerCo
on findings

MDM Costs & Savings

9 Closure of MDM StP
project

Factory Navigator Results

Total

Total Cost

Total

Savings
Identified

To Fix MDM
Issue

Savings

$14.3 Million

$2.3 Million

$12 Million

~3 Mil

6%

records

errors

Overall

checked

recorded

error rate

>

50 Mil

• Service Masters = 84% Error Rate
• Output Condition Records = 45% Error Rate
• Purchasing Groups = 37% Error Rate
• Purchasing Info Records = 20% Error Rate
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BearingPoint’s end-to-end process management methodology seeks to establish sustainability in
data management and data quality, which are key success factors for digitalization and automation.
Its MDM services span the full spectrum of strategy, process, technology and organizational
change, realized in a four-phase process.
• In Phase 1, an organization creates an initial assessment to prepare for MDM strategy
execution. Key steps include setting up a team to determine the scope of the project, reviewing
the current state of MDM at the business, and assessing the quality of current master data. The
determination of the as-is state of affairs for master data processes and architecture
• Then Phase 2 continues the planning portion with opportunity assessment. BearingPoint here
compares current MDM practices to industry benchmarks, defines the potential benefits that an
MDM effort will yield, and sets up “quick wins” to create initial project momentum.
• In Phase 3, the organization finalizes the ultimate MDM strategy ends with, which spells out the
details of the governance model. This involves the definition of multiple components, including
an action catalog for data cleansing, governance roles, reporting procedures and a longer-term
roadmap to MDM excellence.
• Finally, Phase 4 leads to execution. BearingPoint assists clients in building and enacting the
governance model, along with continuous data cleansing. Key within this is the establishment
of data cleansing plans and rules, including best practices and templates to follow for cleansing
processes.
An analyze, plan and execute process like this will be familiar to any organization versed in
consulting methodologies. But where BearingPoint differentiates itself is the proprietary technology
it brings to its MDM programs.
Using its Factory Navigator solution, BearingPoint provides not only a strategy but also the
necessary tools to support long-term MDM goals. Factory Navigator is a cloud-based tool capable
of measuring, cleansing and controlling data quality. It enables front-line business users to
proactively correct data issues before entries pass into a system of record, while also learning from
past corrections to establish a rule-base for future automation of data cleansing.
The process is straightforward. First BearingPoint connects all of an organization’s current data
sources — legacy ERPs, new systems like dedicated procure-to-pay, etc. — into Factory Navigator.
As data points begin to flow through the dedicated Data Quality Navigator application, the system
applies BearingPoint’s prebuilt repository of rules. The BearingPoint repository covers predefined
validation rules for consistency and completeness of entries. To cover more granular scenarios,
BearingPoint also works with the organization to define company-specific rules (e.g., by plant, by
department, by business unit) that address unique requirements.
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Once setup is complete, frontline users can be beginning cleansing data using the master data
workbench. Every time a potential error enters the system, the Data Quality Navigator flags the
incident with a specific rule, event number and assigned person responsible. Every incident also
carries metadata around it to help the responsible party cleanse it correctly, such as a description of
the problem, the nature of the risk, and help text for correcting the error.
Where the system really delivers benefits, though, is through its Data Quality bot, which applies
machine learning to adapt a company’s rule base as users make corrections. As the system
trains on the data correction process, the rules engine often evolves to handle as much as 90%
of scenarios, leaving the remaining exceptions for human operators to address. The result is not
only an improved set of master data but also an improved collection process that automates MDM
governance without taxing resources.
Finally, Factory Navigator offers reporting capability that allows MDM governances owners to
illustrate success to management. These features include KPI monitoring and data cleansing
progress metrics that quickly communicate what’s happening during an MDM initiative, such as the
declining number of open data incidents over time.

With our rule repository, we can not only identify data errors, we can also
With our rule repository, we can not only identify data errors, we can also solve them
solve
them automatically – with the Data Quality Bot!
automatically – with the Data Quality Bot!

The way
to clean
data data
The
way
to clean
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Conclusion: Digital Transformation’s Ascent Means MDM is Now
More Important than Ever
The push for companies to go digital will only increase as the 2020s begin, yet the success of these
efforts is not guaranteed. According to one study of digital transformations, as many as 73% of
enterprises failed to provide any business value3 whatsoever from such initiatives. The pressure to
transform will remain, however, so procurement must determine how to turn the digital tide to its
own advantage.
Fortunately, the top-down management momentum generated by mandates for digital
transformation can be golden opportunities. An initiative to move to the latest cloud-based systems
can help procurement not only modernize its toolset but also create the organizational momentum
to lay an improved digital foundation — that is, helping to fund the improvement of MDM
capabilities.
BearingPoint’s approach to improving MDM with its clients mirrors the fundamental lesson of how
to execute a successful digital transformation. New tools are valuable — whether the latest ERP
system or a data cleansing tool like Factory Navigator — but even the smartest software isn’t enough
to fully transform. A well-conceived strategy and execution plan must guide the use of such tools to
achieve the intended results. And to obtain maximum benefit from a digital transformation, that plan
must center around MDM strategy and governance.
When built correctly, strong MDM governance practices enable true digital transformation. They
transform the atomic building blocks of digital processes — enterprise data — from a transaction
item to a strategic asset. Because once master data is automatically collected using repeatable,
stable methods, MDM becomes the fuel for all other digital efforts — including the latest digital
procurement solutions you may want to adopt.
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https://enterprisersproject.com/article/2019/8/why-digital-transformations-fail-3-reasons

